


Water is the most necessary element for life. Over the 75% of  the 

human body is made up of  water and without water man could 

not live.

Despite that, if  water is polluted, it can be  one of  the most 

dangerous vehicles for the transmission of   infective diseases.

The germs vehicled by water include enterobacteria and 

enteroviruses. 

The water supply is the portion of  water per capita. 

This quantity should be of  two  litres a day. 



Types of water
We can classify the different water types in this way:  

the rainwater which comes from the rainfall for the 

condensation of the steam. This water is initially 

clean and pure, but when it falls down it absorbs 

polluting agents (chemical substances, dusts, 

smokes, etc.).



Superficial water

The superficial water is the only water disposable in 

great quantity. Superficial water includes seas , 

rivers , lakes and dams. Sea water cannot be used 

as it is for the great amount of salts that it contains, 

so some desalination procedures are used : 

 distillation, 

 desalination by means of freezing, 

 electrodialysis.



Fresh water 

The most important characteristic of the fresh water

is the hardness due to the content of calcium and 

magnesium salts. It is often necessary to diminish or 

delete the water hardness; this can be done with a 

lime-soda treatment or with a passage on   resins 

with ion exchange. 



Telluric water 

As telluric water we mean the water we can find in 

the soil. This kind of water can be more or less deep 

depending on the distance of the aquifer from the 

soil. The quantity of the dissolved salts depends on 

the chemical composition of the soil. The deep 

telluric water is the best because, thanks to its 

infiltration in the soil, it has  lost all the germs, dust 

etc. and so it is purified . Of course  this water is 

good to drink. 



Types of water pollution

Both the telluric water and the superficial water can be 
polluted. All the substances and mechanisms which 
contaminate water are considered sources of 
pollution.
There are several types of pollution: 

 natural pollution, which is not directly provoked  by 
man; 

 home pollution, which is caused by men with  the 
contamination of water coming from houses with 
detergents, minerals, etc. in it; 



 agricultural pollution which is caused by fertilizers 
and plant protection agents; 

 industrial pollution caused by  materials or minerals 
coming from industries ( an example is the pollution 
in Japan caused by the mercury  leakage).



As polluted bodies of water we  mean both the 

superficial water and the deep water in a soil subject to 

pollution. 

Superficial water can be easily purified by means of a 

process of dilution. In fact the sea water in proximity of a 

sewer is very polluted but its factor of pollution gradually 

decreases when it flows far from the coast. 

Another type of self-purification is sedimentation : the 

polluted particles sediment on the bottom of the sea (or 
of a lake/river) thanks to the force of gravity. 



Requisites of water potability

Water can be defined potable if it has the following features: it 
must be tasty , usable, safe (without any pathogenic germs 
responsible for infective diseases and for toxic chemical 
substances).

The researches to test the potability of water are:

 Local inspection and contingent geo-physical study of the area

 Study of the organoleptic  characteristics of water

 Study of the physical characteristics of water

 Study of the chemical characteristics of water

 Study of the bacteriological characteristics of water



Local inspection and contingent geo-physical study 
of the area

For the local inspection and the geo-physical study of 
the area the first exam that we have to do is the in loco
exam and, if the source supplies a great amount of 
water, we can also do a geo-physical study of the area.
In this  exam it is necessary to specify the origin and 
the quality of the water. 



Study of the organoleptic  characteristics of water

The organoleptic test is a subjective exam that can be done only 
with the help of our senses. The person who is analysing a 
sample of water  must taste the water, evaluate it, and determine 
what its taste and smell are. Water must be tasteless, 
odourless, colourless and perfectly clear to be considered 
drinkable. The exam of limpidity must be done in the same 
moment of the withdrawal and immediately after.
The exam should be repeated after  few hours because some 
water which appears murky when it is collected can become clear 
after a while and , on the contrary, some water which is initially 
clear becomes turbid when it comes into  contact with the air.
In a second moment it begins to clarify eliminating the air 
contained in it in the state of tiny droplets. In the second case 
there can be  water containing iron salts which in the presence of 
the atmospheric oxygen precipitate and make the water muddy. 



Colour

As regards the colour we need a sheet of white 
paper through a stratum of 50-60 cm of the water in 
exam. If the water is colourless the bottom is seen 
perfectly. The exam must be done immediately and not 
long after the collection because the water which 
seems colourless at first may take a different colour 
afterwards. 



Smell and taste

The smell should be evaluated immediately after the 
sample is taken and after water is  heated because 
some substances develop their smell when hot. The 
smell must be different according to the type
( aromatic, sweet, earthy smell, moss smell) and the 
intensity ( very weak, weak, distinct, strong). 

The water  taste depends on the quantity of mineral 
salts and gases contained in it.

Salts and particular substances are dissolved in the 
mineral water.



Study of the physical characteristics of water
The water physical characteristics can be valued according to the 
temperature and the degree of electrical conductivity of the water. By 
means of the  temperature we can establish if the water is superficial, 
deep,  protected or constant all the year. If it is superficial the 
temperature during the year can vary in relation to the environmental 
temperature. If water is deep, because it is protected by Earth layers, it 
keeps the temperature more or less constant. 
To define the temperature we need the thermometers. We value in the 
same moment the temperature of both water and air. The collection of 
data  useful to measure water temperature must be done on the sample 
taking place. With one thermometer we define the water temperature, 
with another we define the air temperature.
Comparing the two temperatures we know if water is superficial or if it 
is deep. To establish if water is good its temperature must be around 7/ 
15°C. If the water temperature is above 15°(degrees) it isn’t good. 
The electrical conductivity is influenced by the quantity of the 
substances dissolved in water and it is directly proportional to the 
quantity of salts dissolved in it: a salt variation shows a variation of the 
mineral composition of the water.



Study of the chemical characteristics of water

For the study of the chemical characteristics we  must evaluate : 
a) the existence of  toxic substances (copper salts, lead , cyanide, 

arsenic ); 
b) the degree of mineralization of the water; 
c) the indexes  of water pollution. 
To establish  the degree and type of mineralization of water we must  do 

the following investigation:  fixed residue, hardness, sulphates, 
iron, manganese. 

The fixed residue is the quantity of inorganic substances contained in 
the water, and it is normally expressed in mg/litre. It is obtained by 
evaporating  water at 100 °C, and then  drying it at 180 °C. The white 
dust obtained contains the minerals typical of that kind of water

The hardness is the content in alkaline salts, especially calcium and 
magnesium, contained in water. The hardness has importance not only 
for the digestibility of water but also for the cooking of certain food and 
for the possibility of determination of renal calculosis .



We can establish the pollution chemical indexes of a type of  
water by searching for  substances like  ammonia, niters and 
nitrates, chlorides, phosphates, hydrogen sulfide.
Ammonia in one of the first stages of the process of demolition 
of the proteins so it  indicates a recent pollution. The discovery 
of ammonia and nitrite is a proof of an initial phase of pollution 
while the finding of only nitrite indicates that the process is at an 
advanced stage. If  you find the nitrates that indicates that 
oxidation is complete and  the mineralization process  is 
finishing and so you can use the water. 
The discovery of  chlorides in water  is not extremely  
important. If for example the source that we are considering is 
near the sea it means that they originate from sea water by 
filtration. Phosphates can be a sign of pollution from manure, 
they can result from fertilization of the soil. So the presence of 
phosphates is a proof of pollution. 
Hydrogen sulfide is also a great source of fecal pollution.



Study of the bacteriological characteristics of water (bacterial 
examination)

In order to obtain reliable results the withdrawal is very 
important. The sample of water mustn't be contaminated  
neither by the person who collects  it nor during the transport. 
The transport of the sample can be different: if it is destined to a 
chemical exam it is not necessary to use sterilized glass 
containers that instead are necessary for bacteriologic exam. 
During the transport water must be kept at low temperature. 
Then we can do the analysis. 
As bacteriologically pure water we mean water without 
pathogens for men. As the research of the pathogens present in 
the water is too difficult and unreliable, we usually do a process 
of indirect research:
- counts of cultivable bacteria in agar and gelatin;
- research of the indexes of fecal contamination.



The count of the germs cultivable in agar and gelatin

This initial exam is done by counting those germs able to 
grow at a temperature of about  20°/ 37° C. All the 
microorganisms that grow at 37°C derive from the living 
organisms with hot blood and not from the environment. 
The microorganisms that grow at 20° C are germs who can 
live in the environment. To count the germs, water has to 
be inseminated to have low quantity of microorganisms. 
We inseminate 2 series of slabs: in one series we put the 
agar and in the other the gelatin. At 20°C we can find 
several types of germs: “a kind of chromogenic fungi”, 
“germs which do not  mold in gelatin”, “germs which mold 
in gelatin”. 
During a bacteriological exam it is better if there is a ratio 
agar-gelatin 1:10 and if the colonies are of the same 
microorganism. After this exam we can do the research of 
fecal contamination indices.



Research of fecal contamination indices

In order to have a real value of  fecal contamination 
index of an organism we need three things :the 
dejections must be constant, abundant and  easily  
traceable. The following  micro-organisms must be 
searched: colon bacterium, fecal streptococcus, fecal 
anaerobi .The presence of the fecal streptococcus 
,which survives in water for a very short time, proves 
that the contamination is recent, while the presence of 
the  fecal anaerobi proves an older pollution. Generally 
the research of fecal indices is limited to the colon 
bacteria, in order to define their quantity (colimetry).



APPENDIX  - Chemical analysis of water

 HARDNESS

 As hardness of water we mean the quantity of calcium and 
magnesium salts and of any other alkaline earthy metals 
contained in the water. The hardness can be temporary, 
permanent or total according to the saline form of calcium and 
magnesium. 

 The temporary hardness is due to the acid calcium and 
magnesium carbonates.

 The permanent hardness is due to the calcium and magnesium 
salts that are still dissolved in water and so it is the sum of the 
temporary and permanent hardness. 



Complexometric-method
 This method is based on the characteristic that the metal ions have to combine with 

some complexes (named complexons) making chelating substances soluble in water 
and almost completely undissociated . Among the most used complexions there is 
the EDTA (ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid). 

 By this method it is possible to find the concentration of the calcium and 
magnesium ions which are inside the solution. So we can work on a sample of water 
buffered at PH 10 using the Eriochrome Black T.

 The material we need:
 Scale
 Burette of 50 ml
 Calibrated cylinder
 Becher
 Water solution of EDTA 0,01 molar, prepared dissolving 3,7225 grams of EDTA in 

distilled water and bringing it to the volume to a litre with distilled water
 Buffer solution at PH 10 prepared adding 70 grams of Ammonium chloride 570 ml 

of a concentred solution of Ammonia and bringing the volume to a litre with 
distilled water.

 Eriochrome Black T



Process
We take 100 ml of the water to be examined and we add 20 ml of 
buffer solution and a bit of indicator. The indicator, coloured in 
blue, changes to red because it fixes the magnesium contained in 
the water. In this case a complex indicator – Mg originates, while 
the possible compound indicator – Ca which could generate, 
besides being unstable it doesn’t make the indicator colour vary . 
That’s why to carry out this titration there must be the presence 
of at least a little Mg in solution. Then we add drop by drop the 
solution of EDTA with the burette until the toning passes from 
red to blue. The added ml of water in exam  corresponds to 1 
French degree of hardness. As a consequence the total hardness 
of the water in exam is established by the number of the added 
ml of EDTA. 



 Calcium ion Ca++

To find Calcium ion Ca++ in the water we must carry out the 
following  process:

50 ml of the sample + 50 ml of distilled water are acidified with 
10 ml of HCl 0,1 normal. We add 10 ml of KOH, a bit of 
“calconcarbonic” acid and EDTA until the toning from pink 
passes to blue. To calculate the mg per litre we multiply the ml of 
EDTA used by 8. 

 Magnesium ion

It is obtained with the difference between the ml of EDTA used 
for the determination of the total hardness and the ml used for 
the determination of the calcium ion. 
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